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the program will begin shortly!
HOW ARE YOU BRINGING PLEASURE into your world in this moment?
#QUARANTINE LOOKS: Embracing the Fabulously Mundane Daily Hair, Make-up, & Outfit Looks
by Sami Schalk

Everyday acts with:
- Fabulousness
- Extravagance
- Style
- Sparkle
- Color
- Shine

Pleasure Activism
pleasure is political

Disability Politics
challenge what it means to look well.

Why fight for liberation if I myself cannot be free?!

F*ck looking sick!

Share that pleasure with the world!
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YES, WE COORDINATED OUR LOOKS TODAY!

SO MANY "YESSSES" TO ALL OF THIS!

I SO CAN RELATE TO THAT.

FOLKS DON'T UNDERSTAND SOMEONE WITH A SUNNY DISPOSITION HAVING DEPRESSION.

I HAD TO COME INTO MY DISABILITY IDENTITY.

FEMME IS A VIBE OF COLOR & ENERGY! also adornment!!

FEMME ACTIVISM: CAREING ABOUT HOW I PRESENT MYSELF HELPS ME BE READY TO FACE THE WORLD - IT EMPOWERS ME AND MAKES OTHERS HAPPY.

Jina B. Kim

Sami Schalk

STAY TUNED FOR ANOTHER FAB COSTUME CHANGE!!

IN THIS FAMILY WE WEAR CROP TOPS!

FASHION ICONS: TD-52'S DOLLY PARTON

PARTY ICONS: LIZZO, also DOLLY's mom's BF
Our goal is to **Normalize being Fabulous**

I'm really into furry jackets right now. Build a look around one great item.

I'm not trying to pretend this hasn't been a mental health challenge for me.

Yes! **Infuse joy** into this moment!
THANK YOU FOR JOINING US!

Please stay in touch for information on future events
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